Jawad Masud

Senior Vice-President, Technical Centre
As Senior Vice-President, Technical Centre, Mr. Masud has responsibility for all
central technical functions including engineering, construction management
systems and processes, safety, quality and compliance, security, supply chain,
emergency management and resource capability management.
Since joining TC Energy in 2008, Mr. Masud has held various senior roles in
TC Energy’s power and pipeline lines of business.
Prior to his current appointment, Mr. Masud was Senior Vice-President,
Operations, Engineering and Project Execution and was accountable for
the safe, reliable and efficient operations of our Canadian natural gas
pipelines assets. Mr. Masud’s responsibilities included ensuring best-inclass execution of all modernization, maintenance, expansion and
greenfield projects in his portfolio.
As Vice-President, Commercial Operations, Canadian Gas Pipelines, Mr. Masud
was accountable for the overall design, commercial operations and optimization
of the Canadian natural gas pipeline assets. As Director, Canadian Gas Pipelines,
Commercial West Markets, Industry Collaboration and Rates, Mr. Masud had
accountability for all delivery-related commercial activities, products and
services for intra-basin, export and extraction markets related to the
transportation of natural gas on several major gas pipeline systems, business
strategy development and rates/services management. As Director of U.S.
Power, Mr. Masud had overall management accountability for the engineering,
operations and maintenance of TC Energy’s power generation fleet in the U.S.

TC Energy
We are a vital part of everyday life —
delivering the energy millions of people rely
on to power their lives in a sustainable way.
Thanks to a safe, reliable network of natural
gas and crude oil pipelines, along with
power generation and storage facilities,
wherever life happens — we’re there.
Guided by our core values of safety,
innovation, responsibility, collaboration,
and integrity, our people make a positive
difference in the communities where we
operate across Canada, the U.S. and Mexico.
TC Energy’s common shares trade on the
Toronto (TSX) and New York (NYSE) stock
exchanges under the symbol TRP. To learn
more, visit us at TCEnergy.com.

In addition to his operations, engineering and commercial experience,
Mr. Masud has held senior roles in areas of management systems,
compliance and asset integrity.
Mr. Masud obtained his Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering
from the New York Institute of Technology. Mr. Masud also holds a Master’s
degree in Finance and Investments and a Master’s degree in International
Business from Baruch College, Zicklin School of Business, as well as Executive
Leadership Training from the Richard Ivey School of Business, Western University.
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